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    SA611XA Smeg 60cm ceramic cooktop

finishes black ceramic surface, frameless

size 520mmD x 590mmW x 49mmH

installation built-in one-piece hob

capacity four zones —
2 x 1800 watt, 180mm diameter
2 x 1200 watt, 145mm diameter

thermostat 9 heat settings per zone

safety lock ‘on’
four residual heat indicators
power ON indicator

warranty two years parts and labour

TOUCH–SENSOR CONTROLS
Each cooking zone has nine heat levels that can be digitally 
increased or decreased sequentially.

HIGH-SPEED COOKING
With visible high heat in three seconds and full heat 
obtained in less than seven seconds, economies are 
achieved by the time saving and the efficient fast use of 
energy.

SPACE-SAVING DESIGN
Two pairs of cooking zones are diagonally positioned for 
ergonomic access and maximum space efficiency.  

RESIDUAL HEAT SAFETY
Each cooking zone’s control area will flash ‘H’ for residual 
heat if the zone is no longer in use but still retains a residual 
heat of 60º Celsius or above.  

INSTALLATION
With only a 45mm displacement into the benchtop, the 
cooktop allows for easy installation underbench of either 
oven, dishwasher, cupboard or drawers.

LOW MAINTENANCE
This longest of wearing cooktop surfaces is cleaned easily 
with wipe-over cream cleansers and a non-abrasive cloth.  
Ceramic glass conditioners are available.  The control 
knobs are easily removable for improved cleaning access.  
The raised trim and gaskets around the control knob shafts 
should contain any accidental spills and boilovers within the 
hob area for easy sponging up, and protect the electrical 
componentry below the ceramic surface.

Please note:  Smeg ceramic cooktops are highly-
efficient cooking surfaces.  They are at their most 
efficient with flat-based cooking vessels.  We 
recommend stainless steel exterior based vessels 
— that is, the surface of the vessel making contact 
with the ceramic surface be of stainless steel.  This 
flat stainless steel surface will help preserve the 
unblemished look of the ceramic surface and help 
avoid scratching and permanent marking.  
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WARNING:  technical specifications and product sizes can be varied by the manufacturer, without notice.  
Cutouts for appliances should only be by physical product measurements.  The above information is 
indicative only. 

 

    SA611XA Smeg 60cm ceramic cooktop

height 49mm

width 590mm

depth 520mm

CUTOUT

width 560mm

depth 490mm

packaged dimensions 85x600x550mm = 0.03m³

net weight 8.2 kg

gross weight 9.2 kg

electricity supply 240 volt 50 Hz

electricity connection hard-wired single phase

maximum current 25 amp

capacity 4 elements —
2 x 1800 watt, 180mm diameter
2x 1200 watt, 145mm diameter

each zone thermostatically controlled
each zone of infinitely-variable heat 
settings

supplied seal
instructions for installation, operation 
and maintenance

NOTE:  these drawings are not to scale — they are to assist only
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